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IV. IF-CLAUSES

[8 BE]

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tenses.

1.

What .............................. 1(you, do) if a dog .............................. 2(run) in front of your car?
(But this can’t happen, as you don’t drive.)

2.

If we .............................. 3 (not think) about the environment soon, it ..............................
4
( be) too late.

3.

I’m sure people .............................. 5(use) less electricity if they .............................. 6(have)
to pay higher prices.

4.

If Clive .............................. 7(study) more carefully last year he .............................. 8(pass)
the exam.

V. TENSES.
Put the verbs in brackets into the correct forms.
Angela’s old class is having a reunion and Angela is talking to Meg.

[10 BE]

A

Great to see you again, Meg. Are you still in Oxford?

M

No, I .............................. 1(live) in Birmingham now. What about you?

A

Well, I normally .............................. 2(live) in Germany, in Munich. My husband and I
.............................. 3 (spend) our holiday in England at the moment.

M

When ................................ 4 (you, move) to Germany?

A

Karsten and I .............................. 5(get) married 15 years ago and I .............................. 6(be)
there ever since.

M

What ................................ 7(you, think) of England now you’re back here again?

A

Oh, it .............................. 8(change) a lot in the last 15 years.

M

Cheers, here’s to the next 15 years. Let’s hope that they ............................. 9(be) as happy
as the last 15 and that it .............................. 10(not, be) another 15 years before we meet
again.
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VI. VERB + to / VERB + -ing

[14 BE]

Complete the dialogue with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
Tom (A) and a visitor from Japan (B) are in an English pub.

B

It’s very crowded here. They say that English people are rather anti-social and prefer
.............................. 1(spend) most of their time at home, but that doesn’t seem
.............................2(be) true. Do they always have alcoholic drinks?

A

Well, I remember people ............................. 3(drink) a lot some years ago. But things have

B
A

changed. Now people are beginning ............................. 4(ask) for more non-alcoholic drinks
in pubs.
Why is that?
People won’t give up .............................. 5(use) their cars and today the drinking and driving
laws are very strict. People won’t risk .............................. 6(break) the law. A lot of them
have simply stopped .............................. 7(drink). Let’s see if we can manage
......................... 8(find) a table. I’d suggest .............................. 9(have) traditional English
food. And we mustn’t forget .............................. 10(phone) for a taxi in good time. At closing
time it will be very difficult. Everybody will be trying ..............................11(get) one and I
hate ........................... 12(wait) for a taxi outside a pub after closing time. I enjoy
.............................. 13(be) at a pub, but I hardly ever stay till closing time.

B

I wouldn’t mind .............................. 14(leave) not too late. After all it’s been a long day at the
office.

VII. REPORTED SPEECH

[8 BE]

Put the following text into reported speech, making all the changes necessary.
John Kidd, the popular American movie star, talked about himself.

“I’m a very quiet person. In the eighties I was an inexperienced young actor and didn’t
have much money. Today I make a lot of money and I have worked with some excellent
movie directors. In May you’ll see me in a new action movie.”
John Kidd said ...
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